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Technological progress is increasingly changing the form of learning and communication in the business environment. The omnipresence of computers enables distance learning to an increasing number of people, whose systematic use is enabled primarily via various e-learning platforms. To be a market competitive, companies must be ready for fast changes and constant adaption to the new technologies. This paper provides a brief classification of e-learning its features and its content as well as an overview of the presence of e-learning in the companies from the Republic of Croatia via a survey that we conducted among 80 of them. The results of the survey are particularly important since they were collected during the COVID-19 pandemic when companies were abruptly forced to adapt to working from home. The primary goal of the survey was to analyze to which extent they use e-learning for their daily business and education of the employees. The survey also shows what services do they use and prefer the most and what is their overall opinion about e-learning in business.


1 Introduction

Nowadays, running a competitive business organization considerably depends on the ability to adapt to the new technologies and working conditions. Investing in employees in terms of learning and mastering new skills results in greater productivity and better time management [1]. This is especially evident during crises, such as an ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which is one of the biggest that humanity saw in recent history [2].

In this paper, we aim to capture aspects of e-learning in the business sector, such as the expected benefits from it, frequency of its use, technologies utilized, and the general opinion of its users and company managers. These aspects are rather important considering that they were collected during the COVID-19 pandemic, which acts as a stress test for the companies’ ability to embrace e-learning in their businesses. We collected the most important information about the use of e-learning and investing in employee education, via a survey conducted among 80 Croatian companies.

There are numerous advantages of utilizing e-learning in business practice, starting from the possibility of educating employees at any place at any time, intensified mutual interaction, and significant savings in time and money invested in employee education [3]. Via a survey, we analyzed if the Croatian companies recognize the importance of e-learning and whether they utilize its full potential.

One set of questions within the survey was designed specifically to evaluate the importance and frequency of use for various types of content present within the e-learning platforms that participants use, as well as to identify the challenges that may arise during their use. To put the collected answers into context, we provided an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of e-learning beforehand, as well as their classification. This way we give a good estimate of e-learning options available to the users today. Thus, this paper aimed to provide theoretical and empirical background on e-learning and verify it by the Croatian business practice use case.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2., a general overview and classification of the e-learning is presented. Section 3. describes the survey conducted among companies in Croatia, whereas Section 4. provides the analysis of the survey. Section 5. concludes the paper with recommendations for the inclusion of e-learning in businesses.

2 The overview of e-learning

Planning, design, development, implementation, and control of an e-learning system are a serious undertaking, regardless of the degree of knowledge of all methodological and technological aspects. Respecting the fact that technologies are developing at astonishing speed and that the access to employee education is often exposed to changes, there is a great potential for failures that needs to be minimized, such as dropouts and insufficient technical knowledge [4]. According to [5], today’s e-learning systems can be classified into six main types, as shown in Table 1. In practice, there is a rising trend on
hybrid teaching and online education, which are a part of distance learning. E-learning continuum is given in Figure 1 [6].

E-learning has several definitions, but the most general one is that e-learning is a learning method that uses ICT to ubiquitously transform and support teaching and learning process [7]. According to [8], in e-learning participants receive knowledge via the Internet without having to physically be present where the education takes place. Recently, multimedia is progressively more used to improve learning, with a high emphasis on IoT systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of e-learning</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>face-to-face, F2F</td>
<td>e-learning with physical presence and without e-communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-learning</td>
<td>e-learning without presence and without e-communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asynchronous</td>
<td>e-learning without presence and with e-communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synchronous</td>
<td>e-learning with virtual presence and with e-communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blended/hybrid-asynchronous</td>
<td>e-learning with occasional presence and with e-communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blended/hybrid-synchronous</td>
<td>e-learning with presence and with e-communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Types of e-learning.

In the last decade, the e-learning platforms proliferated due to the increased interest in e-learning. E-learning platforms are web sites that encompass diverse content and high-quality learning opportunities. They enable communication between lecturers and participants, as well as between the participants (or lecturers) themselves. According to [7], e-learning platforms include visualization, animation, simulations, various interactive elements, tests, quizzes, forums, distribution lists, and other types of content. Therefore, preparation for the online execution of one teaching unit is usually a lot more challenging than for the off-line execution. One set of questions within the survey was designed specifically to evaluate the importance and frequency of use for various types of content present within the e-learning platforms that participants use, as well as to identify the challenges that may arise during their use. In order to put the collected answers into context, we provided an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of e-learning beforehand, as well as their classification. This way we give a good estimate of e-learning options available to the users today. Thus, the aim of this paper was to provide theoretical and empirical background on e-learning and verify it by the Croatian business practice use case.

2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the e-learning

There are several reasons why it may be justifiable to develop an online education system for different kinds of courses [9]. For academic purposes, these reasons are the ability to create an online school subject, a college course, or some other kind of a course, as well it contributes to the development of the basic skills needed for lifelong learning [10]. For companies, e-learning is a way to provide lifelong learning, to enable working from a distant location or to upgrade employee skills required for daily tasks. According to [11], users are learning faster by e-learning than by F2F learning, thus making e-learning as a possible answer to the increasingly challenging demands of the business market and society. Some of the identified benefits of e-learning are:

- Possibility of learning anywhere
- Possibility of learning anytime
- Mutual synergy between lectures and participants
- Participants are in the center of attention
- No discrimination
- Creative learning
- Greater access to resources
- Simplified feedback
- Tailoring one’s own education

However, e-learning has also some negative aspects that are still not completely remedied in practice and therefore can reduce productivity and the amount of knowledge transferred. One of them is considered to be the lack of communication between the participants, which was shown to be the main reason for the participant dropout, [12]. In [13] the authors have shown that most respondents believe e-learning can help in developing new skills. But most of them, at the same time, feel that they have insufficient knowledge and experience to take a full advantage of the benefits of e-learning. Additionally, they believe that newer generations are more likely to accept e-learning, considering that they grew up with computers and mobile phones, unlike older generations. This realization points to the need that the e-learning content in the business sector must be more contextual and dynamic than in a classical academic or school environment. It is also necessary to encourage interaction among the participants of e-learning so that they do not feel isolated, and to be additionally motivated by receiving feedback from other participants on the acquired knowledge. Some other identified disadvantages of e-learning are:

- Obligatory access to the computer
- The necessary basic knowledge of using computer
- Insecurity of technology
- Social isolation
- Creating technology addiction
- Lack of self-discipline of education participants
- Too many participants to achieve optimal synergy
- Not all content is suitable for online education
• The need to maintain and introduce innovations due to new technologies and modern content in distance education
• Inability to transform the traditional curriculum into online education

Another view on the advantages and disadvantages of e-learning, given from the medical perspective is available in [14]. Some of the advantages and disadvantages emerge also from the results of the survey given in Section 4.

2.2 E-learning classification

According to [15], e-learning can be classified according to:

• Type of the platform on which it is taking place
• Application area
• Standard
• Type of learning
• Type of tools that the platform can have
• Type of activity

The list of e-learning types for each classification is given in Figure 2.

2.2.1 Classification according to the type of platform

Considering the type of the e-learning platform, the three types exist:

• Learning Management System (LMS) – most often used in both the business sector and in higher education. It is a platform that allows one to store and deliver learning content and to monitor the user’s participation. The main goal of LMS is participant management and monitoring their activity [9]. In essence, LMS is an automated software for tracking, reporting, administration, registration, and evaluation [16].

• Learning Content Management System (LCMS) – primarily used for creating, storing, and organizing content. Unlike LMS, it is used to create learning content and publish it in various forms. It can be perceived as an upgraded version of LMS with some content management features [9].

• Content Management System (CMS) – unlike LMS and LCMS, it is based mostly on content, and its quick and efficient use. CMSs enable creating online courses, uploading documents and presentations in various formats and other content features [16]. CMSs specialize in the creation and management of learning content.

2.2.2 Classification according to the application area

Classification according to the application area divides the platforms into two groups:

• The business sector – the aim is to enable employees to acquire knowledge and skills to increase their competence for work and for executing the specific tasks that are put before them. The main features of the e-learning in the business sector are a fast pace, heavy focus on the task for which education is intended, and the emphasis on achieving maximum results.

• Academic institutions – unlike in the business sector, the main goal is to transfer different aspects of knowledge rather than to train participants to perform certain tasks. According to [17] 99% of the high education institutions have an LMS in place, where 85% of them have been utilized to support their educational services. Although the primary task of e-learning in the academic sector is to improve the educational process, students also gain overall knowledge about e-learning which then serves as a base for further improvement of knowledge and skills.

2.2.3 Classification according to standard

Two types of e-learning platforms exist according to e-learning standards:

• Sharable Content Object Reference Mode (SCORM) – an older standard that is slowly being...

By type of platform | By application area | By standard | By type of learning | By type of tools | By type of activity
---|---|---|---|---|---
Learning Management System | Business Sector | Sharable Content Object Reference Mode | Blended | Communication | Synchronous
Learning Content Management System | School Institutions | Tin Can Application Program Interface | Social and Collaborative | Delivery and Distribution | Asynchronous
Content Management System

Figure 2: Classification of e-learning.
replaced by Tin Can API. Both standards allow users to run the course, take quizzes, monitor user’s work. Still, SCORM is simpler and has fewer options.

- Tin Can Application Program Interface (Tin Can API) – although similar to the SCORM standard, is increasingly being used since it is more reliable, it makes it easier to handle a large number of data, it enables better tracking of the user’s work and the most important part is that it is still being upgraded and will be even more advanced in the future.

2.2.4 Classification according to the type of learning
Classification according to the type of learning split e-learning platforms into seven main groups:

- Blended learning – a combination of F2F learning and online learning in a way that the one complements the other. It is also called hybrid learning.

- Social and collaborative learning – learners work together to expand their knowledge of a subject or skill. It is typically done through live chats, message boards, or instant messaging.

- Gameification – the use of game-based mechanics, and game thinking to engage people, promote learning, and solve problems. Games are created to draw people in, to keep them playing, to keep them interested and involved.

- Micro-learning approach – can provide educational benefits without overwhelming the learner. It is quickly becoming one of the most popular e-learning trends.

- Video learning – brings a whole new dimension to the teaching methods because of the theory that everything that is being taught can be demonstrated. Video also helps to add a feeling of personalization to a course. A video of the tutor giving a lecture helps the students to feel a connection.

- Rapid e-learning – essentially a faster process of designing and developing online-based learning courses. Rather than spending months, rapid e-learning allows creators to build lessons and content in a matter of days or weeks. Typically, this is done through PowerPoint or narrated videos and after that, a software is utilized to evaluate the students, as well as to provide them with activities that they can perform on their own in between presentations or videos.

- Personalized e-learning – enables participants to customize a variety of the elements involved in the online education process. This means that they are asked to set their own goals, go at their own pace, and communicate with instructors and participants to personalize the learning process. The most important thing is the feedback that improves learning results.

2.2.5 Classification according to the tools that a platform can have
This classification identifies two main groups of e-learning platforms:

- Communication tools – which include blogs, E-mail, instant messaging, online groups, chats, forums, and web-conferencing.

- Delivery and distribution tools – which include websites, sharing files, and streaming.

2.2.6 Classification according to the type of activity during e-learning
Classification according to the type of activity performed during e-learnings results in two main groups of e-learning platforms:

- Synchronous activities – real-time activities such as web conferencing, instant messaging, and chats. The problem with synchronous activities is that the activities are not time-flexible, and the user must be online at that time when they are running.

- Asynchronous activities – education can be carried out even when a user or a lecturer is offline. The user can attend the education at his own pace. Examples of asynchronous activities are blogs, forums, E-mail.

The types of e-learning enumerated in this chapter show that users have a wide range of knowledge delivery methods available to them. Companies typically use the types of e-learning that offer specific knowledge of a particular area, the fastest delivery of that knowledge and that cost the least.

3 Data collection process and survey hypotheses

3.1 Research methods and limitations
To investigate the impact, importance, and presence of e-learning in Croatian business practice, we conducted an online survey. The survey encompassed several types of questions. The survey was based on Google Forms and consisted of 26 questions. The types of questions included 15 questions with a single answer, 2 short text questions, and 9 multiple answer questions where participants could range their responses according to the Likert scale. One question was linked with the answer of a previous one, so not all participants had the same number of questions. The survey was distributed among participants using a direct link which was forwarded to the e-mail addresses of the targeted companies. Data were collected in a period of almost two months, from March 20th until May 17th, 2020. The target groups of this research (and survey) were company owners, CEOs, and managers as they have the most complete information about the company management.

A total of 80 companies registered in the Republic of Croatia participated in the survey. Some of the companies...
that participated in the survey are multinational, and although they are registered in the Republic of Croatia, they operate in synergy with the companies having the same owner in other countries. In addition to having different positions in the company, the participants also have different amount of work experience and were of a different gender.

The main questions of the survey were:

- How much does the use of e-learning platforms contribute to your business?
- Assess the ability of your company’s employees to acquire knowledge through e-learning platforms?
- How much knowledge can be acquired through e-learning platforms compared to the traditional teaching methods?
- Do you think your employees respond positively to the obligation to use e-learning platforms?
- How important is a particular form of content for the acquisition of knowledge through e-learning platforms?

The rest of the questions were used to deepen the information collected by the main questions.

This study has potential limitations. The results were obtained on a relatively small sample of companies that were willing to participate. However, we believe that the number of participating companies is big enough to give an insight into the validity of the hypotheses made within this work (due to their nature). Also, it would require a significant effort to increase the sample size considering their busyness and availability. Care was taken to ensure having a sample heterogeneous enough with regards to both size and the type of company’s activity, but the results are a bit biased towards big companies. Additionally, there was no equal sampling from different economic activities, which is going to be a part of the future work.

### 3.2 Research goals

The survey was conducted throughout a two months period, during the special working conditions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, which had a tremendous impact on incorporating new business solutions for business owners and employees in management positions. Uncertainty and increased responsibility imposed by the situation in which they found themselves, affected the need for educating the employees, the need for changes in the organization and mode of operation of the company. The realization of the necessity of using ICT in everyday business has gained another dimension. Many companies have switched their business and communication to an online form. There was also a need to educate employees online. In addition to all the above, a motivation for this research emerged with a primary goal to find out the attitude of the target group of participants towards the acquisition of new knowledge and skills of their employees via e-learning. It is important to emphasize that the participants’ position and the responsibility entrusted to them in companies imply that they should be the motivators for their employees to accept new models of education (which also makes significant savings to their companies). Participant opinion about the general acceptance of the online education in their company, and what content they think is relevant for improving the productivity of their employees is one of the key information for creating a e-learning system tailored to the workers need.

According to [18] many e-learning courses are meaningless from the perspective of meeting the education goals. For example, some business organizations only want to meet some of the regulatory guidelines and show that they have provided training that is provided to employees according to standards and trends. Additionally, it has been proved useful to know the general opinion about e-learning of a selected group of participants who create added value daily through their business in the Republic of Croatia, but also abroad.

The hypotheses of our research conducted by this paper were as follows:

- **H1**: E-learning programs in business organizations are relatively new and there is a possibility of facing increased caution and distrust of managers and employees towards the manner of e-learning, as well as the results achieved by it.
- **H2**: By recognizing the usefulness of e-learning, companies regardless of their size implement them.
- **H3**: E-learning is conducted in a targeted and segmented manner, with the aim of raising the overall work performance.
- **H4**: E-learning is rarely perceived as an unnecessary burden on top of the already busy working hours, making employees averse towards it.

### 4 Survey analysis

Great anticipation was linked with survey analysis, since they were collected during the COVID-19 pandemic, thus making them particularly relevant. Namely, during the pandemic, the e-learning platforms had peak use, which exposed all the potential drawbacks and advantages that they may have. During these times, many employees were sent to work from home, as well as were instructed to attend various online training. Also, some companies tried to turn the situation in their favor by using the idle times of their employees to enroll them into various educations, as well as to reorganize their businesses into working from home.

A total of 80 companies participated in the survey, making the results even more relevant for understanding the e-learning practices in the business sector. It is worth to mention that the anonymity of each participant was respected.

#### 4.1 Information about the participants

The aim of the first three questions was to acquire information about a person who completed the survey, for a clearer understanding of the context under which the answers were given. Considering the information about the participants, their average age was 41 years, with the
oldest one being 60 and the youngest only 26. From 80 participants, 52 were women what represents 65%. The participants’ position in the company is shown on Figure 3.

To further back up the validity of the responses it is worth to mention that over 65% of the participants have more than 15 years of working experience, indicating that the participants are sufficiently professional and competent to be the candidates for our survey.

4.2 Information about the companies

The companies in Croatia classify, according to their size, into micro (less than 10 employees), small (10 to 50 employees), middle (50 to 250 employees), and big (more than 250 employees).

Figure 4a presents the shares of the company sizes in the number of participants, where it is evident that most of the participated companies are big companies with more than 250 employees. Since larger companies have a more complex organization and usually have proprietary divisions that deal with the welfare of the employees, it is expected that they care and invest more in the education of their employees. Shares of the participated companies according to their output are presented in Figure 4b. As a general trend, most of the companies surveyed are service companies, which are known to utilize ICT in their businesses more than the manufacturing companies.

4.3 E-learning practices

Of the companies surveyed, only 13.75% use e-learning for more than ten years, while most of them (71.25%) use it for less than five years. This supports our first hypothesis (H1) that e-learning is fairly new in Croatian businesses. Nevertheless, one should bear in mind that the expansion of e-learning in the Republic of Croatia has only occurred in the last decade. The surveyed companies are evidence of modernizing and digitalizing of employee education. The competency of the employees in the field of ICT is vital for harnessing the benefits of e-learning. This is evident from the fact that, according to participants’ opinion, 53.75% of the surveyed companies have more than 50% of employees who have the needed skills to use e-learning platforms, while only 12.5% of the companies have less than 10% of employees with those skills. Consequently, the surveyed companies form a good representative sample for surveying opinions on e-learning. All the participants claim that their company uses the Internet or Intranet for their daily businesses. According to them, the modern business market requires workers with additional skills not obtained via formal education process, where 71% of participants answered that they completely agree, see Figure 5. This is on par with H2, since companies agree that e-learning is necessary and useful.

Investing in new technologies and employee education is important for each company to keep up with the market demands, [19]. A vast majority of the surveyed companies recognize that importance, considering that almost 94% of them invest in educating their employees. The frequency of investing in the education of the company’s employees is shown in Figure 6. There are still companies that rarely invest in educating their employees (2.67% of them responded so), which can be due to different reasons.

One of the major reasons could be the fact that they consider their business do not need updating, while the second is probably that their employees are being educated elsewhere.

The frequency of investments in employee education concerning desired outcomes is shown in Figure 7. Most companies focus on investments in upgrading the skills of their employees needed for their current job and, to some extent, to prepare them for the future challenges of their workplaces. Still, most of them periodically invest in career development and education for new working skills.
The types of investments in employee education show that the companies are aware of the future challenges and try to keep up with them as much as their budget allows.

When we correlate the frequency of investing in education with the company size it is evident that smaller companies share similar habits with the big ones (Figure 8). The only difference is that big companies avoid daily investments in education and prefer to do it annually, whereas smaller companies prefer daily investments. This supports H2 since it is obvious that all companies, regardless of their size, tend to invest in educating their employees. Also, the habits of investing in employee education support H3, since there is a clear awareness that educating employees is useful and that it will eventually pay-off.

Since bigger companies have more complex organizations and specialized divisions that deal with and plan the activities of their employees, they mostly have an elaborate plan for the education of their employees (i.e., there are no spontaneous investments into education). Smaller companies overcome the lack of planning and resources to reorganize quickly and to retrain their employees for the upcoming business demands, therefore having more frequent investments in the education of their workers.

From the survey results, it is evident that the companies recognize the importance of employee education and using the e-learning platforms. The deeper analysis of how the employee education will reflect on their company, extracted from the participants’ opinions, is given in Table 2.

For all the analyzed education outcomes the participants agree that the education will mostly bring benefits. This is especially evident for the claims that education improves problem-solving and that it improves controlling new and unusual situations that may arise in the company.

Most participants believe that the areas that are least likely to be improved by education are the creativity of their employees and conflict management, but this is only to a lesser extent. This supports H3 since most participants believe that education (served via e-learning platforms) will increase the overall work performance.

### 4.4 The usage of e-learning platforms

Analysis of the frequency of e-learning platform use shows that only a small number of employees use it for daily working tasks or education, while most employees use it only up to two hours monthly. Level of integration of e-learning in daily tasks is still at a low level, thus somewhat supporting H1 (e-learning being a fairly new concept to Croatian companies) and, to some extent, H4 (e-learning appears as an additional load on top of the usual tasks).
Finally, we asked the participants to share their projections on the future of e-learning platforms. Figure 9 gives their responses.

The results indicate that e-learning has a shiny future; it will probably be one of the basic tools used for improving businesses. At the same time, the participants do not think that e-learning is necessarily a great advantage compared to the traditional teaching methods, see Figure 10. The general opinion is that the amount of knowledge acquired is equal regardless of using either e-learning or traditional teaching methods, which was the answer of 56% of the participants. Also, only a minority of participants think that the amount of knowledge acquired via e-learning is greater compared to the traditional teaching methods (18%). Both results support H1, since there is still a dose of distrust towards e-learning platforms, and people still prefer the presence of teachers and other participants. New research indicate that this has solid ground, since it has been proven that the traditional way of teaching shows better knowledge transfer than via online teaching.

Content-wise, e-learning platforms are quite advanced and rich systems. Today’s e-learning platforms introduce many different types of content and activities that can be used to produce, share, analyze, verify, and assess the course materials. With that in mind, we asked the participants to analyze which of these types of content and activities they find the most important for acquiring knowledge, and which ones they use the most. Regarding the intensity of use, the results show that games, quizzes, and virtual classrooms are most scarcely used, Figure 11.

Interestingly enough, those very virtual classrooms were the main means of teaching in many academic institutions during the COVID-19 pandemic. This indicates that in the business sector e-learning was used in the same way prior the pandemic and during the pandemic – more oriented towards individual learning. The content acquired via e-learning is greater compared to the traditional teaching methods (18%). Both results support H1, since there is still a dose of distrust towards e-learning platforms, and people still prefer the presence of teachers and other participants. New research indicate that this has solid ground, since it has been proven that the traditional way of teaching shows better knowledge transfer than via online teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education will improve customer service</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Mostly</th>
<th>Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
<td>22.50%</td>
<td>46.25%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will contribute to change of attitude</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
<td>7.50%</td>
<td>33.75%</td>
<td>42.50%</td>
<td>13.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve teamwork</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>3.75%</td>
<td>27.50%</td>
<td>46.25%</td>
<td>22.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve time management</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
<td>47.50%</td>
<td>21.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve work safety</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
<td>28.75%</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve problem solving</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>21.25%</td>
<td>58.75%</td>
<td>17.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will contribute to better handling of new tasks</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>13.75%</td>
<td>58.75%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve creativity</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
<td>32.50%</td>
<td>45.00%</td>
<td>11.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve product quality</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>3.75%</td>
<td>26.25%</td>
<td>51.25%</td>
<td>17.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will improve conflict management</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
<td>28.75%</td>
<td>48.75%</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education will drive up to promotion</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
<td>38.75%</td>
<td>41.25%</td>
<td>13.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Participants’ opinion on how employee education will affect their companies.
types that were most often used were emails, followed by file sharing and, to a lesser extent, search engines.

The importance of different types of content and activities within e-learning platforms is given in Figure 12. The participants think that file sharing is always important, following by emails and then search engines. The participants were quite indecisive when determining the importance of forums and quizzes, although these tools are extensively used. But they are used more from the teacher’s side than from the participant’s side since participants use them more passively (mostly for getting short information).

Comparison of the results shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 reveals the tight correlation between the importance and intensity of use of different activities within e-learning platforms. This means that the participants believe that the types of content they use the most is the very relevant one for acquiring knowledge, and vice-versa for the content types they use scarcely. The indication is that they are mostly satisfied with the current e-learning processes, but also that they got used to certain type of activities. This somewhat proves H3, since participants believe that e-learning is conducted in a targeted manner.

5 Conclusion
In today’s dynamic times, one is not limited to the compulsory knowledge acquired by the school system, and on the other hand, employers cannot afford the routine work of their employees. It is extremely important to develop and expand knowledge and to improve and acquire new skills to keep up with new trends and create added value for one’s company.

E-learning systems are a fast, reliable, and effective way of teaching which is not limited by space and time provided for teaching. In addition to saving time and reducing training costs, it enforces greater responsibility and self-discipline on participants, it enables self-evaluation of acquired knowledge and progress monitoring, thus ultimately leading to better knowledge transfer. E-learning additionally motivates students compared to the F2F learning by enabling repeated returns to the educational content over a longer period and by choosing the pace of learning adapted to their obligations. E-learning also provides a consistent and standardized approach to each education, thus allowing each participant to gain the same experience regardless of time and place of the course. Via e-learning, an unlimited number of participants can undergo the same training. By utilizing e-learning, companies can offer additional education and the possibility of advancement to their employees, which is a significant motivator today for being loyal to the company that invests in their peoples’ education. In crises, such as the current COVID-19, one can see how important it is to keep up with the technological advancement, especially in education. E-learning in companies should be planned to be in line with the strategic goals of the organization. The spread and further application of e-learning in business organizations will depend on meeting their expectations and proving the justification of the investment. This is possible with a planned, thorough, and continuous evaluation of the results of this type of teaching. Hence, it would be significant to conduct research in this direction.

For the future work, we plan to broaden the analysis by comparing the survey results coming from the different industries, different company sizes and different regions. We aim to obtain even better refinement of the existing appraisal of the e-learning, as well as the possible shortcomings of it. Also, we plan to include more companies in the survey, and further refine the questions themselves. We also plan to complement this research by investigating students’ attitude towards e-learning, considering them as the future employees. We will specially target the students coming from technical universities who will eventually be the ones that will further develop e-learning.

Results of the conducted survey show that e-learning in business practice in the Republic of Croatia is still in the early phases of adoption. Despite the companies’ opinion that they utilize e-learning in a daily basis, it is a matter of the day when this will become the reality. Furthermore, the results show that they consider investing in employee’s education as an important factor for the companies’ market competitiveness.
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